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Efficient Backward Elimination Algorithm
for Sparse Signal Representation Using

Overcomplete Dictionaries
Shane F. Cotter, K. Kreutz-Delgado, and B. D. Rao

Abstract—A sparse representation of a signal, i.e., a represen-
tation using a small number of vectors chosen from a dictionary
of vectors, is highly desirable in many applications. Here, we
extend the backward elimination sparse representation algorithm
presented in [1] to allow for an overcomplete dictionary and
develop recursions for its implementation. In the overcomplete
case, the representation error cannot be used as a general criterion
for elimination of a dictionary vector and other criteria must be
considered. Simulation on a test-case dictionary shows that the
performance of the proposed algorithm can improve upon that of
forward selection methods.

Index Terms—Backward elimination algorithm, overcomplete
dictionary, sparse representation, subset selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N THIS letter, which builds on work presented in [2], we con-
sider the problem of representing a signal, , using el-

ements from a large dictionary of signals and provide a novel ex-
tension to the results reported in [1]. The dictionary is denoted by
the matrix where each column of is an element
of the dictionary. The dictionaries considered here are overcom-
plete, as opposed to the undercomplete dictionaries in [1], which
means that , and in many cases . In general, an in-
finite number of different representations of the signal exist due
to the existence of a nontrivial nullspace. However, in many ap-
plications we seek a sparse representation of the signal [3]. Such
representations,whicharethefocusofthispaper,arealinearcom-
bination of dictionary elements and so there are no more
than possible sparse representations. This is nonethe-
lessstillusuallyaverysubstantialnumberofsolutionpossibilities
and searching for the best sparse solution from within this set is
known to be NP-complete [4]. Consequently, many suboptimal
sparse representation algorithms have been proposed.

Suboptimal forward selection methods and methods based
on -norm minimization as well as the more general
-norm-like diversity measure have been explored [5], [6]. Ref-

erence [1] has recently proposed an efficient implementation of
a backward greedy algorithm which improves computationally
on a method first proposed in [7]. The algorithm of [1] proceeds
by sequentially eliminating elements from a nonovercomplete
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dictionary (i.e., ) such that the error in representing the
signal, , using the remaining dictionary elements is minimized
in each iteration. The algorithm as presented in [1], [7] is appro-
priate for a dictionary which is undercomplete and for which the
representation error is an increasing function of the representa-
tion size. For an overcomplete dictionary, as considered in this
work, the representationerrorwill, ingeneral,bezero.Therefore,
alternative criteria to the representation error must be used in
determining which dictionary elements are to be removed.

Working with a different, more expository, mathematical
framework in [2], we independently derived essentially the
same recursions for an undercomplete dictionary as in [1].
However, in [2] we also derived recursions appropriate to an
initial overcomplete dictionary. These results complement and
extend the work of [1], [7] but, in contrast to the derivations of
[1], the derivations in [2] necessitated the nonstraightforward
application of a generalized Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury
matrix inversion lemma derived in [8]. By adopting the more
elegant methodology of [1], we have found a more succinct
derivation than [2] which also clarifies how the resulting
algorithm would be implemented in practice. A brief sim-
ulation is included which demonstrates the success of this
technique. The results of the current paper in combination with
those of [1] now provide a complete solution to the backward
sequential elimination problem for the cases of overcomplete
and undercomplete dictionaries.

II. BACKWARD ELIMINATION ALGORITHM FOR

OVERCOMPLETEDICTIONARIES

The problem can be formulated as the linear inverse problem

(1)

where the dictionary is represented by the matrix
which is full row rank, is the target vector to be sparsely
represented by a subset of columns ofand is the
solution vector. A solution to this problem is said to be sparse
when a significant number of components ofare zero.

A commonly used procedure to obtain a unique solution to the
underdetermined system in (1) is to find the minimum 2-norm
solution to this problem, i.e.,

(2)

which is evaluated as , where is
the pseudoinverse of . In this paper, we use to denote
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the 2-norm; other norms will be explicitly subscripted. The so-
lution, , lies in the space but is generally not sparse.
Since the equality of (1) must be preserved, the solution is per-
turbed by utilizing the nullspace of .

The starting point for our algorithm is the calculation of this
minimum norm solution and then components ofare sequen-
tially removed to give a sparse solution with the remaining com-
ponents modified if necessary. For example, in the first iteration
if the column is removed from , corresponding to the dele-
tion of the th component of , we denote the remaining ma-
trix by . Here, the superscript gives the number of columns
deleted from the initial matrix and indicates the most re-
cently deleted column. The minimum 2-norm solution is then
sought for the modified system

(3)

and is denoted by , where . At the th stage, we
have which is with columns deleted. If

, then we still have a full row rank underdetermined system
and can be found which satisfies

(4)

This process can be iterated as long as continues to
be . However, once , the system is of full
column rank and the equality in (4) may no longer hold, i.e.,
in general, the representation error, . The
problem now becomes identical to that considered in [1] and the
procedure outlined there may be used to obtain a more sparse
solution.

We now consider the recursive computation of the pseudoin-
verse, as well as the minimum norm solution, once the column

has been chosen for deletion. The first iteration is detailed as
this allows us to simplify notation by dropping the superscript
from . We let

(5)

where is an appropriate permutation matrix. Then we have

(6)

The pseudoinverse of is obtained as

(7)

Using the well-known Sherwood-Morrison-Woodbury formula
[9], this becomes

(8)

Writing as

(9)

it is easily seen that the matrices and are obtained from a
permutation of and then we obtain

(10)

Corresponding to the deletion of the column,, the solution
vector is updated as

(11)

where is the component in associated with the
deleted column and is obtained as a permu-
tation of the other components from . Note that the
computation of is common to both (10) and (11). Letting

become the new dictionary, the same iteration may be
repeated to remove another vector from the dictionary.

In [1], the choice of which column to delete from
was based on minimizing the representation error, i.e.,

. However, this error will, in
general, be zero for all values ofas the dictionary considered
here is overcomplete. Therefore, we must consider other
criteria in choosing the column to delete fromto form
and some possibilities are outlined in the following section.

III. CRITERIA FOR COLUMN DELETION

In each iteration of the algorithm, the solution is calculated
using (11). As previously mentioned, the perturbation of the so-
lution lies in , i.e.,

(12)

where , with the entries corresponding to the re-
maining columns obtained from (11) and zeros inserted for the
deleted dictionary vectors; is initialized as . Each
of the vectors, , will satisfy the equality
given in (1). The change in the solution vector from its initial-
ization as is

(13)

and the magnitude of the solution in each iteration is obtained
as

The selection of the column for deletion frommay be made
based on the magnitude of or among many
other possible choices. However, it was found in [2] that the best
results were obtained by deleting the column in each iteration
which resulted in a minimization of the -norm-like diver-
sity measure of the solution. This diversity measure is known
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Fig. 1. Comparison of forward selection algorithms and the backward
elimination algorithm. Threep-norms are used as different criteria for the
backward elimination algorithm and the columns represent respectively MMP,
ORMP,p = 0:8; 0:9; 1:0.

to promote sparse solutions [6]. The columnto be deleted is
therefore obtained as

where

(14)

IV. SIMULATION

The dictionary is created as a random matrix
whose entries are Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and
variance 1. Each column is then normalized. A sparse solution,

, with a specified number of nonzero entriesis created; the
indices of these entries are randomly generated using a uni-
form distribution, and their amplitudes are Gaussian random
variables. The vector is computed as so that the so-
lution is known and is then normalized.

The backward elimination algorithm must then remove
columns from the dictionary without removing one of the

columns used in forming the signal,. If the algorithm is suc-
cessful in doing this, the solution is found uniquely using the re-
maining dictionary vectors. For the purposes of this experiment
we chose the dimensions ofas 20 30 and the value of as 4
(other dimensions and values forwere experimented with and
yielded similar results). 100 trials were performed with the ma-
trix , nonzero entries and amplitudes in randomly created
in each trial. A success is where the four vectors used in gen-

erating our solution have nonzero weights associated with them
in the solution vector, . Therefore, our measure of success is
that of a component detection problem.

In Fig. 1, we plot the success rate for the backward elimi-
nation algorithm where the-norm-like diversity measure, with
different values of , is used as the deletion criterion in each iter-
ation. In addition, we show the success rate for the two forward
selection algorithms, MMP and ORMP [5]. It is seen that the
backward elimination algorithm performs slightly better than
the forward selection techniques in this experiment. Additional
simulation results can be found in [2].

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown how the backward elimination algorithm for
determining sparse signal representations presented in [1] can
be extended to applications in which we have an overcomplete
dictionary. Criteria other than minimizing the representation
error must be used in deciding upon the dictionary element
to be eliminated in each iteration [2]. A test-case dictionary
was used to show the success of the algorithm and how it
may improve upon results obtained using forward selection
methods. The results of the current paper in combination
with those of [1] provide a complete solution to the backward
sequential elimination problem for the cases of overcomplete
and undercomplete dictionaries.
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